Saturday 12th May 2018  Gurudwara Nanak Darbar - Concept of Seva from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

In June 2010, foundations were laid for the Guru Nanak Darbar with all Sikh ceremonies. Guru Nanak Darbar rose from the sands of Dubai, making it the first 'official' Sikh temple in the whole of Gulf. We shall witness the worship of the Guru Granth Sahib, understand the basics of various traditions of the sikhs, look at the Food Seva process at this permanent and official Gurdwara in the heart of an Islamic state which was considered nothing short of an Arabian mirage.

Maximum 15 people.

Dress Conservative. Headcovers available onsite.

Time 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

The walk be led by Sandhya Prakash.
All those interested should email Sandhya at sandhya@consultbeacon.com